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11.8 percent in 1956. The other sizeable 
of the workforce was lower professionaL which 
workforce rising from 6.8 pereent to 10.2 

The growth in the proportionate share of other 
more moderate: the share of higher professioDals 
that of administrators and managers from 3.1 ~etli1Q!'. 
5.6 percent to 6.3 percent; and that of foremen. inspt;C4otl 
3.4 percent This last group, however, suffeted a cteati•e 

Gender composition 

• 

Table 2 demonstrates the increasing importance of the f..-le of 
occupied workforce of New Zealand. 

By 1981. females accounted for more than one third of ..,. .. 
almost one half of the white-collar workers. Tbey else tile~ 
professionals and the clerical workers, and maintaiaed atjast half 
number of salesworkers. One remarkable feature. howev-. propmtloa of 
amongst the higher professionals; administrators aad = ::! foremea. 
and supervisors, though in every case their proportioaate iD 1981. HoWever. 
females appear to have lost ground in the higher siace 1956. 
now appear to be in the process of regaining it Am088 groups whele 
growth has been greatest. the number of female clerical iacreased by 148 paceat 
compared with an increase of only 7 percent for males. The offetuale adminiattaton 
and managers has also been dramatic, increasing by over perceat; so too has Mea the 
increase in females in the foremen. inspectors and supervisors grou~ widl au 
percent However, it should be noted that females stiD 0J11J f&r a 
proportion of workers in these occupations. It is evident also that many females who enter tbe 
workforce do so at the lower occupational levels. 

Of the total occupied female white-collar workforce in 1981. JB8fe thaJt SO perceat 
clerical workers. and the 3 occupational groups: lower professioaals. clerical workers and 
salesworkers accounted for 92 percent of female white-collar empiOl'lllent. o11ly 2 percellt leas 
than 25 years earlier. 

It is clear that the imbalance between .. men's work" and "women's work" has changeciHtde 
during the time period under consideration. Males appear to have inereased their share of the 
higher professional and administrators and managers groups at the expense of their 
participation in other occupations, such as clerical work. 

Though not examined in detail here, however. there has been little change in the overall 
degree of occupational segregation, as those occupations which segregate the most have also 
been growing at the fastest rate. thus offsetting gains made in dther areas (Smith. 1983). 

Industrial composition 

A detailed analysis of changes in the industrial composition of the workforce in scmeral 
would be a major exercise in its own right. and falls outside the scope of this paper. 
However, insofar as industrial and occupational changes impinge upon the study of tla 
white-collar workforce. these are examined here. 

The growth of New Zealand's labour force has been accompanied by inter-sectoral 
movements in the distribution of employment Table 3 oudines the main changes which have 
taken place since 1936. 

Table 3 illustrates the trend towards the growth of the tertiary sector with: a ia 
employment in the primary and secondary sectors; although the decUneofthe fotmer appeaJW 
to have been arrested in 1981 with a slight upturn. 

It is often argued that changes of the kind documented in TaWe 3 are typical of 
obsetved in advanced industrial economies with highly developed secondary aad tedlarr 
sectors. The arguments surrounding the reasons for structural changes of this type \¥ell 
alluded to earlier in the paper and will not be examined here. What does remain. however. 
the need to study the detailed changes a little more closely. and e aqine the tmln 
these for occupational shifts in employment 
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Occupadonal and industrial change Ill 

Table 2: The percentage of female workers in major occupational categories in New Zealand 1956 -
1981 

OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY 1956 1961 1966 1971 1976 1981 

1. Employers and Self-Employed 9.0 8.0 10.5 13.0 15.6 18.3 
2. All White-Collar Workers 41.0 41.9 42.5 44.0 46.5 48.9 

a) Higher Professionals 15.4 10.4 9.3 8.0 9.4 13.3 
b) Lower Professionals 47.9 50.2 49.7 53.1 53.6 56.2 
c) Administrators and Managers 5.8 6.6 6.3 7.5 10.2 12.3 
d) Clerical Workers 56.3 57.9 60.0 66.5 71.8 75.0 
e) Salesworkers 47.1 44.7 43.8 42.7 47.1 46.4 
0 Foremen, Inspectors and 

Supervisors 10.1 10.9 12.3 9.5 12.9 16.6 
3. All Manual Workers 18.1 18.6 20.2 22.2 22.4 23.7 
4. Total Occupied Population 23.8 25.2 27.4 29.9 31.6 33.7 

Table 3: The percentage distribution of employees by economic sector inN~~ Zealand 1936- 1981 

SECTOR 

Primary 
Secondary 
Tertiary (Service) 

TOTAL 

Inter-industry employment changes
3 

1936 

27.1 
24.2 
48.7 

100 

1961 

15.2 
35.8 
49.0 

100 

1966 

13.7 
37.2 
49.1 

100 

1971 

12.0 
34.7 
53.3 

100 

1976 

10.5 
34.1 
55.4 

100 

1981 

11.2 
30.9 
57.9 

100 

Table 4 gives a more detailed indication of the changes in total employment and white
collar employment for each sector between 1971 and 1981. In this I 0 year period, total 
employment grew by 19.1 percent although this growth was by no means spread evenly across 
all sectors. and there is considerable variability in rates of growth for different industries. 

Although detailed figures for each industry are not presented in the table. in order of 
magnitude, the changes may be summarised as follows: . 

Growing industries 

Basic Metals 
Community, Social and Personal Services 
Financing. Insurance, Real Estate etc. 
Paper and Paper Products 
Food, Beverages. Tobacco 

Declining industries 

Mining and Quarrying 
Textiles 

Building and Construction 

This summary is based upon the growth or decline of total employment in these industries 
over the period 1971-81. Community, Social and Personal Services; and Financing, 
Insurance, Real Estate and Business Services accounted for 83 percent of the growth in the 
tertiary sector, during the period. In the case of the secondary sector .. such modest growth as 

3 Figures cited in this paper relating to industry and occupation are derived from unpublished 
census data which does not differentiate between occupational statuses. The figures differ. 
therefore. from those reported earlier in this paper which do so distinguish and which are therefore 
more accurate. The effect of using data from this source is to overstate slightly the proportion of the 
workforce in white-collar employment. 
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did occur was provided by 
Fabricated Metals accountint for 8raacl 
Quarrying offset some of the growth is 
it is grouped in the primary sector, thus 

It is clear, however, that overall. it waa 
responsible for the bulk of the growth in emt; 1

.-. 

workers not adequately defined by industry, 
employment was accounted for by the growth is 8le 
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Turning to the growth in white-coHaT empiOYftl• 
industries differed considerably. In generlftet* 
greatest growth in total employment also show tile 
ment Across all industries, 58.6 percent of die 
by the powth in the number of white-coDar 
played by the tertiary sector in overall -.... .• 
surprising therefore that about 89 pereent Gf 
accounted for by the tertiary sector. 

Wbite-eollar oeeapatloas ud IDd•trl• 

The distribution of white-collar occupations is 
carried out in a particular industry. Wholesale aacl Ratall 
for example. has a high proportion of 
salesworkets in this industry. By the same tokeo, the lda1t 
in Financing. Insurance. Real Estate llutiaeu' 
large numbers of clerical worken; ud in 
large number of lower professionals. The 
occupations according to industry is more 
in various white-collar occupations as a 
employment In each industry for the 
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For example. 
collar workers in Agricultufe, 
Insurance, Real Estate and 
small proportion of the white-coUar 
prominent position. SimilarvWtions ~ 
noted that clerical ww.ters atBU1Jfe 
majority of industries. The high percentage of" other 
Retail Trade and Restaurants and Hotels, and ia 
due respectively to the numW,er of saleswodlers 

Industry and oeeupation effects 

This paper began by noting that changes in the 
from 2 major ~auses: changes to the industrial 
distribution oflabourwithin industries. Changes in !tie 
effect) are brought about by changes in the demand for 
expansion of some industries and the contraction of otliirs. 
changes lead to changes in the occupational skills required by au • 
effect), thus altering the demand for labour or type of 

Although these changes usually take place simultaneously, they _, 
one another. It is possible for the relative i$1portance of an ladustry * ~ 
resulting in a change in demand for the occupations which mtlke ap tla4d 
may take place in the number of clerical workers employodf for 
decline in the importance of those industries which employclerialll 
such a change in the relative importance ot'industries, a 
in technology. such as the introduction of word processors. hich 
certain types of clerical skills. As noted already, both the indu&try add 
have had an important influence on the growth and decaline 
occupations. The shift towards service sectoremploymeat~i&llt l 
rise in white-collar employment The growth in Community. t;clalaad. 
example. is reflected in the substantial increase in employ•neot in 
However. there has also been an increase within industries in the ftft"' 

occupations relative to manual. For example, in many industries, tiM 
and administrators and scientists and techaologists baa srowa in 
occupations. 

It is possible to measure the relative impact of these industry and 
. average annual change is calculated from the change in the D1UDbeta 
1981 as a compound growth rate of the 1971 figure. where the ntte 

g== 1 + E 1981 E 1971 

E 1971 

represents the number employed in a given year. The industry and 
calculated using the same technique as that used by the 

The industry effect is calculated by first applying the 1971 occupational 
industry employment total in 1981 and summing the columns for each oecupaticm. 
hypothetical 1981 occupational totals on the assumption of constant 
tions. The difference between the hypothetical totals and the actual total 
that part of the change which is attributable to changes in tlte .... ,~ 

The occupation effect is calculated by first applying the 
to the industry employment totals in 1971 and summinsthecolunms.v-. 
gives hypothetical 1981 occupational totals on the assumption tiat 
totals had remained constant The difference between the hypothedQIJ 
the actual totals in 1971 represents that part of the which Is 
occupational proportions within industry. The results are set put 

Table 6 shows the changes in the occupational 
industries and major white-collar occupational aroupa for 
growth of the 3 white-collar groups: administrators and 
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supervisors; and scientists and technologists has been brought about by both industry and 
occupation effects. This means that not only has growth taken place in those industries where " 
these occupations are found, thus raising the total number employed .. but within industries 
thetnselves there has also been a redistribution of employment in favour of these occupations, 
boosting their numbers relative to other occupations. These occupations are all found in 
significant numbers in the tertiary sector, which, as already discussed, has been growing at the 
greatest rate. 

In the case of technicians and clerical workers, the pattern is much less consistent. There 
has been an occupation effect which alone would have reduced the number of workers in 
those occupations. However, this negative effect has been offset to some degree by an industry 
effect which has increased total numbers. Overall, it is the growth of industries in which white
collar workers are employed which accounts for most of the growth in their numbers, rather 
than any substantial shift in the occupational structure of individual industries in favour of 
white-collar employment. This is not to say that no such shift has taken place, but it is less 
significant in accounting for the growth in white-collar employment than industry growth. 

Summary 

The growth of the white-collar workforce has been described as one of the most 
outstanding characteristics of the economic and social development of the twentieth century 
(Bain, 1970, p 11). As is the case in many other countries, the number of white-collar workers 
in New Zealand is increasing. Even if one sets aside employers and self-employed, the number 
of white-collar workers in the workforce in 1981 equalled approximately the number of 
manual workers, a significant change from 25 years earlier. 

Changes in the number of white-collar workers in the labour force have taken place both 
in absolute and in relative terms. As the size of the labour force has increased, so too has the 
number of those employed in white-collar occupations. In fact much of the increase in 
employment has been taken up by white-collar workers. Changes are also evident in the 
occupational and industrial structure of the New Zealand workforce, reflecting the faster 
growth of white-collar employment relative to manual. and the growth of the tertiary sector 
relative to other sectors in the economy. The numbers and proportion offemaleworkers in the 
labour force has also increased to the point where women now account for more than one 
third of the total occupied population. Much of this growth in female employment has been 
channelled into the traditional female occupations of clerical work and th·e lower professions, 
including nursing and teaching. About two thirds of the increase in the female workforce has 
been taken up by the white-collar sector, and women now account for about half of all white
collar workers. But the disparity between male and female white-collar occupations still 
persists with few won1en occupying jobs amongst the higher professionals, administrators 
and managers~ and foremen, inspectors and supervisors groups. 
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